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INTERVIEW:
FOALS
The noise surrounding Oxford band the Foals is growing
almost as loud as their storming live sets. Maxine Gallagher
meets Yannis, the driving force behind this energetic
ﬁvesome, to ﬁnd out the secrets behind their rapid success.
And what’s with the tennis outﬁts?
Betraying his dark and broody appearance, Foals’ singer Yannis
begins by informing me that he likes to talk, “a lot”. I set the
recorder rolling and, true to his word, he doesn’t stop talking
for over half an hour. So much so that he is forced to take an
untouched bottle of beer with him when he leaves.
This is one Foal with something to say.
He starts by taking on Oxford University. Two Foals (including him)
made it into Oxford only to leave several months later to pursue
a musical career. The other three also dropped out of university
at the time.Yannis, who studied English literature for that brief
time, peppers his speech with plenty of multi-syllabic words, but
it’s clear that a life of academia was not for him. He talks of the
embarrassment of handing naïve, badly written essays to highly
knowledgeable dons and his despair with the type of pompous
Oxford student that goes there just to use the name as a badge.
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Still, that was then, this is now. Foals have come a long way in a
very short time. In less than a year since they formed, they are
LETTMP]WMKRIHXS8VERWKVIWWMZILEZI¾S[RSZIVXSMRHYWXV]XEPIRX
WLS[7SYXLF]7SYXL[IWXMR8I\EWLEZIVIPIEWIHXLIMV½VWXWMRKPI
,YQQIVERHEVIWSSR¾]MRKSYXXS2I[=SVOXSVIGSVHXLIMV½VWX
album with the producer of Yeah Yeah Yeahs.
You’d hate them if you didn’t love them so much. Their music, while
a bit too full of Atari beeps for my taste, is full of energy, catchy
hooks and, if you could hear them through the constant guitar
assaults, lyrics that are actually trying to say something. They are
also famed for their pounding, frenzied live shows.

But don’t make the mistake of calling them indie. “We would
RIZIVHIWGVMFISYVWIPZIWEWMRHMI²-EQ½VQP]XSPH[LIR-HEVIXS
mention the word, “We’re different to the other bands out there.
We’re trying to do something fresh that doesn’t just set out to
rehash music from ten years ago. Well, we might have a go at ripping
some techno off, but translating that into guitars is something that
not many other people are doing.”
“I realise that if we’re playing the rock circuit then people are going
to call us indie,” he concedes, “but one of the things I like about
us is that we also play club nights and are collaborating with dance
labels.” Dance is a recurring theme in Foals’ music and Yannis’s
[SVHW;IPPXIGLRSXSFIQSVIWTIGM½G8LI]EVIEPPFMKXIGLRSJERW
and cite Steve Reich as a key inspiration. Most recently their sound
MWFIMRKHIWGVMFIHEW%JVSFIEXEHIWGVMTXMSRXLEX¾EXXIVWXLIQFYX
that Yannis confesses he doesn’t quite see. If it must have a label, he
describes it as “autistic pop” and “thoughtfully stupid” – as in, clever
enough not to be Westlife but dumb enough to not be Sting.
Yannis also admits that he harbours desires to write soundtracks
to, wait for it… ballets. This guy is full of surprises. When I ask does
that mean going it alone, he gives a rare, face-opening grin and coyly
mentions a massive ego that needs constant feeding.
For now though, Foals don’t want to be neatly boxed and categorised. They are keen to retain creative control, which Yannis realises
GERFIHMJ½GYPXXSHSMRXLIGYXXLVSEX[SVPHSJ±MRHYWXV]WGLRSSOW²

But they are lucky to have found a friend in Transgressive, “a label
that’s independent enough to let us do what we want, but still tied
in with a major label so that we have enough money to support us.”
From the look of them, money is not something that is in abundant
supply right now. During a sound check (not wanting to, mind) I
WT]X[SSYXSJ½ZITEMVWSJXLIMVYRHIV[IEVXLVSYKLLSPIW[SVRMR
XLIMVNIERWERH=ERRMWGSR½VQWXLIPEGOSJGEWL¾S[±8LMWMWXLI
only pair of jeans I have. My t-shirt is Edwin’s [keyboards player]
and my shoes are something someone gave to me on a video
shoot.““This is the only pair of jeans I have. My t-shirt is Edwin’s
[keyboards player] and my shoes are something someone gave to
me on a video shoot.“
But it’s this shortage of money that Yannis believes keeps Foals
edgy. “I like being broke. If we were too rich we’d be resting on
our laurels,” he says, shortly before informing me that in the last
two and a half months living in Brighton, they went out only twice
and managed to spend their entire advance in the house “getting
wasted”. They now have to move back home until their album
comes out.
So what would he be doing if a burgeoning music career hadn’t
taken him in its grip? “Maybe playing tennis. I used to be really
good actually. I have a thing for Andy Roddick, I think he’s fucking
E[IWSQI2SXSFILSRIWX-GSYPHR´XWIIQ]WIPJHSMRKER]XLMRKIPWI
I’ve always been hungry for this, and I always will be.”
It doesn’t take long after meeting Yannis to see that he’s incredibly
HVMZIRERHZIV]MRXIRWI,I½\IW]SY[MXLXLIPSSOSJEQERXLEX
has a serious message to impart and spends his time shifting in his
chair, chewing some already nicely chewed nails and climbing in and
out of his hoodie. He himself says he is “obsessive”, loving nothing
better than being in the studio “structuring songs, sitting there
putting together loops, joining hexagons, formulating things.” At one
point, he describes the band as a Venn diagram, due to their diverse
FYXSZIVPETTMRKQYWMGEPMR¾YIRGIW-QIER-YRHIVWXERH[LEXSRI
SJXLSWIMWFYXXLEXLEWXSFIXLI½VWXXMQI-´ZILIEVHMXYWIHMRE
context that didn’t involve blackboards and extreme boredom.

in bucket loads. Even when I see him selling t-shirts before his
Southampton gig, he is pursed lipped and quiet, taking the job of
sorting S/M/Ls as seriously as his musical career. It’s easy to forget
that there are four other people in this band, but I would guess that
its coiled spring of a singer is the hungriest. For what though I’m
still unsure. It’s not money, it’s not fame, it’s not to play to massive
crowds (he prefers low ceilings and low stages). Whatever it is, he
and the other Foals are set to continue using their considerable
drive and songwriting genius to grow their share of the UK music
scene.
Two days afterwards, I hear Radio 1’s Zane Lowe describe Foals as
“one of the most progressive of the indie contingent in the UK”.
So it seems that the indie tag has stuck, but I’m sure they won’t be
complaining for now.
Words by: Maxine Gallagher

For all his love of losing himself in a mathematical studio world,
Yannis describes their live gigs as a welcome release. “When you’re
on tour for two months, all you see is the inside of a van. Being
on stage is the only time we get to really let go.” And let go they
certainly do. They perform consistently banging, unrelenting sets in
a tight horseshoe shape, purposely reserving the softer tracks to be
played at home, and they thrive on the unpredictability.
“There’s no point trying to have control. Stuff goes wrong. When
there’s barriers, we get them taken away. We did a show two
days ago in the Camden crawl, we had 50 people on stage. If that
happened in a studio I wouldn’t take it, but I love the chaos of
playing live – it balances the anality of the structuring.”
To date, Foals have played audiences ranging from a basement
Elephant and Castle squat that was destroyed before their very
eyes – “incredible, felt a bit sorry for the landlord though” – to
Shepherd’s Bush empire – “I don’t like big rock shows, I feel very
I\TSWIH²%RHXLI]HSR´XJSVKIXXSIRNS]XLISHHTVEROEX2MGOXLI
tour manager’s expense, shaving a chunk out of his hair for one.
2S[MX´WXMQIXSXEOISRXSHE]´WQYWMGWGIRI1SWXSJMX½PPWLMQ
with fury. He is at his most animated as he describes his wish for
The Fratellis to “go and fucking kill themselves”, his frustration
with “lazy lazy lazy” bands like The View and his bewilderment with
the Pete Doherty obsession (“what the fuck is ‘Albion’ supposed
to mean?”). On the plus side, he is smitten with bubblegum babes
+[IR7XIJERMERH2IPP]*YVXEHSEW[IPPEWTVSHYGIV8MQFEPERH[LS
in his mind, are some of only a few people today creating proper,
decent pop songs.
Intact shoes and jeans Yannis may not possess, but charisma he has
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